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1. Introduction

In a recent paper, Kolm [3, 4] has considered the interpretations of some

properties of general inequality measures. Among other things, how equal absolute

additions and equal proportional additions to incomes affect these measures.

Section 2 of this paper discusses the general form of symmetric inequality

measures which are invariant to both equal absolute additions and equal propor-

tional additions to incomes and concludes that such measures must be degenerate.

Section 3 discusses two other properties related to additions to incomes for the

Gini index: constant sum convexity and weighted sub-additivity.

Eitan Sheshinski [7] has given an example of a social welfare function W

defined on individual incomes 01,...,1d. such that it can be written in the

form

W(Ii,..,In) =

where 1-(-
1

.Z 
n
) and G01,...,In) are respectively, the mean income and' -

Gini coefficient of the income'vector  Furthermore, H also has,1, n

the following properties:

,tv This paper is based on two chapters of the author's M.A. thesis, supervised
by E. Pazner (deceased) and E. Helpman. This version was written under the
supervision of E. Sadka.
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(i) strictly increasing in IF

(ii) strictly decreasing in G.

Amos Katz [2] worked out the necessary and sufficient conditions which a social

welfare function W has to satisfy in order to be written in the form (1) and to

meet conditions (i) and (ii). Yaakov Kondor [5] has shown that such a social

welfare function does not contradict Paretianity. The purpose of section 4 is to

examine the necessary and sufficient conditions on H in order for W to be

Paretian. Section 5 examines the Paretianity of two examples of such social

welfare functions W - the examples which were given by Sheshinski and Katz.

2. E ual to Incomes

There is an old controversy about the affect of equal proportional additions

and equal absolute additions to incomes on a "good" inequality measure.*

For two individuals we can see that if a symmetric inequality measure is

invariant under both equal proportional and equal absolute additions to incomes,

then the measure must be degenerate.

ProE2sition 1: Suppose there are only two individuals and let p be a

symmetric inequality measure such that

(2) u(aIl, ui2) = 11(I1, 12) and

(3) = p( )

for all a :› 0, ? 0, 12 0, (34 0,

must be of the form:

12 + > 0 and t3. Then-

* See for instance, Dalton([1], p. 357) and Kolm([3], p. 419).



(4) p(Ii, 12) =
j4! 1= 12

if It I1 2

where C
1 and C2 are some real numbers.

Proof: If I =
2 

then (4) follows from either (2) or (3).1 '

Suppose therefore that I = (Ii, 12) and I' = (II, 1) are two different vectors

such that I > 2 and I' > I. If we shoW that there exist a > 0 and (3. such1 I 2 

that

(5) (aIl, aI2) 2 (II , i 1E)2

then it will follow that for these a and we must have by (2) and (3),

p(Il, 12) = p(II,

and the theorem will be proved.

II - I III - I I1Choosing a - .r; - I2 
and 12 I1 - I2 

we have •a solution to 5).

Q.E.D.

If we further assume that the measure is continuous, C1 and C have to be

equal to each other, proving:

Corollary_LL A symmetric and continuous inequality measure which is invariant

under both equal absolute and equal proportional additions to incomes must be

degenerate, i.e., of the form p(I) = constant.

Note that this corollary is valid for any number of individuals, since any

group of n individuals can always be divided into two groups.
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3. Convexity and Weighted Sub-Additivity of Gini-Index

Consider a group of n individuals, each having an income Ii >0 =

1 n
The mean income is I(I,...,I = E I. and the Gini index is

" i=1 I

(6) GO 1000,In

1
2-2n I i=1 j=1

The range of G is t,

a way that

(7) G(I

-.Ii

n] When the vector (I1,...,In) is ordered in such

>12 >000> *, then the Gini index can be written as= n

1000ii )— 1 2- 2_ E
n I i=1 1

The Gini index is a weak constant-sum convex measure and linear for ordered

income vectors. Formally,

1 1
Proposition 2: Let I° = (I° , 

o
) and = (I1,...,In) be income vectors1"— n

with the same mean, Then G[5a° (1-a)I1l aG(I0) (1-a)G(I1) for all

0 < a < 1. Equally holds if and only if there exists a permutation matrix A,= =

such that AIo and AI- are ordered vectors**.

Proof: G[cd°

r,

1-1 =
( 1 In

* *

n n
1 411

2n I 1=1 J=1
• 1- [0-ila

1 J
where r is

An income vector which is ordered in such a way will be called an ordered
vector.

The property that G[aI° (1-a)I1] = G(I°) for ordered vector 10 and Il
with the same mean and the same Gini index (see, for instance, Rothschild and
Stiglitz [6], p. 139) is a special case of this proposition.



Now, the proposition follows from the triangular inequality which states that for

any two real numbers, a and b, la + bl at + Ibl and equality holds if and

only if a and b have the same sign.

Q.E.D.

The constant-sum convexity of the Gini index and its homogeneity of degree zero

implies weighted sub-additivity.*

122.21LiitlaIL Let /0 ' (1°

Then

1   G(I°) +—110 +1 

and (I1 ...,I1 be two income vectors.n

_0
+

Equality holds if and only if there exists a permutation matrix A, such that AI°

and AI1 are ordered vectors.

Proof: Again, by applying the triangular inequality, we obtain

G(I°+I

1

i=1 j=1

(I. Jo)

I. 19 + P .1) _   G(I 0 
1
44 
I

+ GO1 ).1 3 1 j + T 
_ _
I + 

Q.E.D.

. Paretian Welfare Functions and the Gini Index

Let I 1,...,In) be an ordered income vector in a society composed of

individuals. We restrict ourselves to social welfare functions W which could be

* See Kolm [4], p. 96 about the equivalence of properties of inequality measures.



1) and have the properties (i) and (ii) above0

defined to be Paretian if it is strictly increasing in each

< G < 1

since the indifference curves of H are upward sloping, then the set

W)eSIP 10, G G') (T°, G°)1 is preferable

a larger set than A(r, e), which

expressable in the form (1) and satisfying (i) and (ii) above.



Proof: Let ..,,I°11) be an ordered income vector which corresponds to (1-°, G°1

Le.,
i=1

= and G(IT,...,.In°) = G0, Let (P, G')eP(T°, G°). If

G' < e,then clearly H(Tl, -G') > H(T°, G°). Suppose therefore that G' > G°.

Now, consider the ordered veaor (I" ,I" which is obtained fromn n

by increasing the richest person 's income by (T1-i°)n and leaving everyone

else's income unchanged. Then , -17"   = and by (7),

G" def = 1 4' 1 
2 

i

1= 1 n

=1 1

ii4 n(P-I°)
i= '

—o
1-1 -Go) 

fl

G") is point B in Figure 1. Consider also the ordered income vector

(IIA1,0 0,,n411)def. • Then " def .),

Gw-7-==. is point E in Figure 1. Clearly, point F = (71

is a convex combination of B = (1-", G") and E = (r.", G"')., Suppose then
that (P, G' = a(P, G") (1-0(T", G"'). Hence, by the linearity of

the expectation operator and the Gini index for ordered income vectors, it

follows that

(1-)0"'' ...,I'")] =n 1 n

= (1-a)rni" ,...,In" =1)
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and

1-a)(

= = aGU + (1-a)G"' =

Since both (q,. ..,I) and are Pareto-preferable to

ic,31), then (1-a)(Ii" ,1"') is Pareto-preferable to

Therefore G' is preferable to (T°, G°).

Q.ED.

Notice that in the proof of the preceding proposition, the income vector

(q,. ..,I") was obtained from (I°" .,1
o) by rendering the whole increase inn 1 

total income to the richest person. By doing so, we obtain the largest increase

in the Gini coefficient that can be made without lowering anyone's income. Thus

if the Gini index of the income vector (I ,1n ) is above1"— 

1 _ 1 (1-ri-G0)T0/1-(I1,...,In) then (I ,...,In) cannot be Pareto-preferable

to any 00 
(I° ,1 ) with a mean r and a Gini index G°. This suggests .that1"n

without a further specification of W, the set P(T°, ) is the largest set

which is preferable to cr° G°).

The set P(T° G°) is bounded from above by the curve 4 11---(1---Go)n n

1 1This curve is concave* and its slope is (1 - )T°/12 = (1 - G)/T, proving

Proposition 5: W is a Paretian social welfare function if and only if at each

point (T°, G°) the slope of the indifference curve of H is greater than

* This implies that P(T°, G°) is 'a convex set.
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1 Go / )/-o (i.e., 
aH (T°, 04-GI (To, -°' > - 1

Note that the test of Paretianity given in the preceding proposition can be

n 1 2proved directly by differentiating) = H(T, G) = H(-1711- 11Ii, 1 2 iI4)n n

with respect to each I, and requiring the derivatives to be positive. Thus,

17 _ 117-1 1 iii
DW . M . 1 + DH 2 1=1 aW
BI ai n ?G -il" —2-- 

-- requiring --- > 0 for each i yields
n pii 1 i

W (1 - WT. The advantage of the approach followed in this note is

in the construction of the upper-contour sets P(r,

Suppose that we try now to define a relation "Pareto-preferable" in a natural

way by saying that (T1, Gl)eS is Pareto-preferable to 2 G2 
i )eS f there

1 Iexist two distinct income vectors  and (I2 ,I2) such thatl'm n

1 2PI1,..4) = 1--i and G(Ii
l'°— 

,Ii) = &i . 1, 2, and such that I
j 
› I.

n  -- j

for all j 1,...,n. Then this relation is not transitive. As a counter-

example consider 3 individuals and 4 income vectors

0 . (1, 1, 1), T4 = -1-(11) = 1 Gi = G(0) = 0

2 12 = (1, 1, 0), T2 = T(12) = -S- 
2 = G(12) = 13

13 = (1r, -i, 1), 1-3 . T-03) . 2
'T 

G3 = G03) = 1

4 4I = (]F' 0, 0), I = TO4 )*-- ET G = G(14) . 4
1

I is the only distribution with mean 1 and Gini index 0.

3I2 and I have the same mean and the same Gini index.
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4 . 4I is the only ordered distribution with mean and Gini index 2

(14, G1) is Pareto-preferable to (T2, G2)

(T3, G3) is Pareto-preferable to (T4, G4)

(Te, G2) =(O, G3), but (11, G1) is not Pareto-preferable to (T4, G
4
).

5. Exan2212.L-121_12 .11n Social Welfare Functions

(a) The social welfare function proposed by Sheshinski [7] H(T, G) = n2M-G)

is Paretian because its indifference curves have slopes

aH

dG T 1-G 
-k) 

1> (1 G
dT T

(b) The example of Katz [2] H(T, G) = 1111- - G is also Paretian because its

indifference curves have slopes

aH

dG . 1> (1 G 1% 1

I
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